
Caff� Ner� Men�
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+441482881444 - https://caffenero.com/uk/store/beverley-saturday-mkt-160/?
utm_source=GMB&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=beverley_saturday_market

Here you can find the menu of Caffe Nero in Beverley. At the moment, there are 15 dishes and drinks on the
card. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Caffe Nero:

wander around beverly and decide a coffee for a well-known amount. also attracted by menu in the window
advertising salt bark sandwiches. I know my way around a salt beef, so I was up for it. first, the young woman
who took my order was a joy, friendly and attentive. she made me welcome and appreciated. my coffee came

first and was good as expected. then the sandwich! served in a roll instead of slices of roggenbrot,... read more.
What 1Jon S 4 months ago on Google doesn't like about Caffe Nero:

These places might be fine as takeaways but to eat /drink in-store is a grotty experience, dirty tables even at
quiet times of the day and disgusting hygiene with dirty cutlery with yesterday's food still stuck to it. All café Nero
are the same so will be using independent cafes in future who would not get away with such disgusting hygiene

standards. read more. For quick hunger in between, Caffe Nero from Beverley serves fine sandwiches, small
salads, and other treats, as well as hot and cold drinks, Generally, the dishes are prepared in the shortest time

and fresh for you. In addition, they provide you flavorful seafood dishes, The customers of the establishment also
appreciate the large variety of differing coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant has to offer.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
LEMON

Süße�
MUFFINS

Sid� dishe�
PICKLES

Desser�
CHOCOLATE FUDGE CAKE

Littl� thing�
CROISSANT

Ho� drink�
TEA

Ho� Drin�
HOT CHOCOLATE

Coffe�
MOCHA

COFFEE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PANINI

BREAD

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

BEEF

CHOCOLATE

SAUSAGE
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Opening Hours:
Thursday 07:00-18:00
Friday 07:00-18:00
Saturday 07:00-18:00
Sunday 08:00-17:30
Monday 07:00-18:00
Tuesday 07:00-18:00
Wednesday 07:00-18:00
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